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February 9, 1993

TUESDAY
Sunny;
High in mid 50s

University
anticipates
budget cuts
By J.L. Bums

Reporter

Lab fee justifiable, senators say
By Jim McDermott

Charging students $25 science laboratory
fees will reduce overall lab operating costs. OpCharging students $25 sci- erating costs, previously about $500,000, have
ence laboratory fees is the only
Increased by about $1 million this year.
immediate way to reduce over-

Reporter

all operating costs, College of
Science
senators and faculty sary, and other operating costs,
A hiring freeze, a cut in the
we need about another $1 milhave
agreed.
operatingbudget, savings from
lion
on top of that. But we've
"It
costs
about
$500,000
a
utilities and a possible sumhad
no
increase in our operatyear
just
for
consumable
supmer school surcharge could
ing budget to cover these explies
we
need,
which
is
more
make up for budget cuts handed
down by Gov. Gaston Caper- th an twice what we have," said penses."
A large increase in student
Dr. E. S. Hanrahan, dean of
ton, university officials said.
enrollment
was one of four
the
college
of
science.
The budget cuts amount to a
reasons
for
lab
fees listed in a
"With
acquisitions
of
new
$467,000 cutback for the unistatement
handed
out at the
equipment,
which
are
necesversity for the fourth quarter
state budget allocation. The
fourth quarter begins in March
and ends in June.
The univer sity plans to save
approximately $100,000 on
utilities because of the mild
winter, said Herb Karlet, vice
president for finance.
"The $100,000 on utilities
represents about a 5 percent
savings, due to th e warm
weather. January was extremely mild."
A cut of the operating budget
- anything that is not staffrelated such as, travel expenses,
office supplies, classroom supplies - will total $150,000,
Karlet said.
At least $100,000 will be
saved from the hiring freeze,
Karlet said.
"We have already budgeted
$300,000 for vacant positions
... because we aren't allowing
these vacancies to be filled right
away, we anticipate that will
generate another $100,000."
If these cuts do not amount
to the 1.5 percent, a summer
school surcharge will be implemented, Karlet said. Lastyear's
surcharge raised between
$100,000 and $130,000.
A surch arge this summer
would be about $8 per credit
hour, Karlet said.
"The surcharge will r eflect
any fee increase th at occurs in
By Melsu K. Ford
the fall. The fee increase for
D.J. Kurtlz, WMUL'sprogresslvedlsc jockey, broadcasts
the fall will not help with the
Friday from Memorial Student Center to promote Daytona
budget cuts for this year, but if
Beach Rocks, a contest sponsored by Marriot and MTV.
we apply the increase to summer school, it will help ...."

Hello b-a-a-a-by!

t

COS undergraduate advisory
committee meeting Thursday.
Academic departments have
not received any funding from
tax dollars for academic program purchases, the handout
stated. Necessary equipment
has also quintupled during the
last decade and HERF (Higher
Education Resource Fund)

money h as not increased to
match inflation.
Lab fees would be non-refundable if stw.dents dropped
their labs, Hanrahan said.
Tuition wavers might not cover
the fee, but Yeager and John
Marshall Scholars would be
covered, he said.
Student Government will
look into lobbying the legislature to show discrepancies in
funding between Marshall and
West Virginia University, said
Brian Brown, COS senator.
Please see FEES, Page 2

College republican
to visit The Gipper
Student will present shirt to Reagan
Mark H. Wiggins

Reporter
The president ofthe Marshall
University College Republicans will h and former President Ronald Reagan a Thundering Her d cham pionship
sweatshirt wh en he visits him
March 5 in Los Angeles.
Robert W. Painter, Beckley
graduate student, wrote Reagan in early January to request the visit. He said he was
originally traveling to Fresno,
Calif., to visit friends but decided the trip might give him a
chance to see one of his political heroes.
"I've read his autobiography
'An American Life' three
times,"Paintersaid, "and I find
it an excellent example for
debate with those of a differing
ideology."
Reagan's Los Angeles office
received Painter's letter Jan.
15 and called him Feb. 1.
"They [Secret Service] had
already done a background
check and scheduled the visit,"
Painter said. "It's very nice of
[Reagan] to take time out of
whatever he's doing these days

to see a college student."
Painter plans to present the
university an autographed
photo of Reagan holding the 1:
AA football national championship sweat&hirt.
Painter also will present a
series of letters inviting Reagan to speak at the National
Young Republican Convention
June 23-27 in Charleston. The
event will be West Virginia's
first ever major Republican
convention, he said.
Painter is working with
David MclGnley, chairman of
the West Virginia Republican
executive committee, and Craig
Hammond, chairman of West
Virginia's Young Republicans,
to persuade Reagan to speak
at the June convention.
Painter said the three West
Virginian GOP organizations
might be more successful in
persuading Reagan to visit
West Virginia if they combined
their efforts.
"I would like to invite LReagan] to Huntington," said
Painter, "but $50,000 is the
running rate Reagan gets for a
speech, and that would be hard
to raise."

Boards: Rally not an excuse for truancy
By BIii Gardner

Legislative Writer

The higher education rally scheduled
for Feb. 11 was canceled because state
governingboards didn't want classified
employees to have to take more than
two days ofannual leave, a BOT spokeswoman said.
Pam Steelhammer, spokeswoman for
Chancellor Charles Manning, said the
WestVirginia University System Board
ofTrustees and the West Virginia College System Board of Directors will
continue to have the rally days for
individual colleges and universities.
The message to cancel the general
rally on Feb. 11 came from Paul Marion, Chancellor of Ll,... ·~1est Virginia

College System Board of Director s,
The BOT will sponsor a rally at the
Steelhammer said.
capitol for Marshall on March 31, she
"I think it was done [because] the said.
state college system didn't want to do it
Representatives of classified staff at
[the rally], but we are still going to have Marshall said they were surprised by
the individual college days," she said. the news the rally had been canceled.

"We were told by the chancellor that
we would have a rally day at the capitol," Jonathan T. Brown, chairman of
Staff Council's personnel committee,
said. "I didn't know it was canceled
until I saw the story in The Parthenon."
"I have no idea what really happened,"
Sherri Noble, president of Staff Council, said. "We have always taken vacation days to go to the capitol."
Marsha D. Napier, local representative ofthe West Virginia State Employees Union, said an audix message about
the cancelation was sent to classified
staff by Karen King, Classified Staff
secretary, on Feb. 2.
"From what we heard WVU is still
going[onFeb.11]," Napiersaid. "We've
lost a day of pay before."
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Policy sti II smoky, staff leader says Parthenon
•

By Steve Gady
Reporter

Classified Staff's personnel
committee chairman says he
believes President J. Wade
Gilley wants a fair smoking
policy, but that some questions still need answers.
"I have no doubt that Gilley
wants a fair nondiscriminatory
smoking policy," said Jonathan
T. Brown, director ofthe School
of Nursing learning center.
Brown sees two issues. The
first is that the current smoking policy discriminates
against the classified staff, he
said.
And the second is that of
health and safety of the

dium, Brown said.
uwe are moving very slowly toward a smoke"When you buy a ticket you
are captive to that seat," Brown
free campus, but at least we are moving.n
said.
Jonathan T. Brown "People object to being forced
to sit next to someone who
smokes."
Government Association have
The university needs to beMarshall employees.
"The administration has a been working on their own come a smoke free campus moral responsibility and maybe versions of a smoking policy, the sooner the better, Brown
even a legal tesponsibility to he said.
said.
"Should the students and the
"People are afraid to comthe workers," Brown said.
The administration needs to faculty decidf' policy for the plain to their supervisors about
classified workers?"
second-hand smoke. They don't
provide a safe work place The administration ought to want any confrontation,"
one that is free of second-hand
decide the issue because it may Brown said. "They call my ofsmoke, he said.
"We are moving very slowly ultimately face legal action in fice and I try to run interfertoward a smoke free campus, future lawsuits over second- ence."
but at least we are moving," hand smoke, he said.
Staff members deserve to be
One question needing an- able to work in a healthy enviBrown said.
Faculty Senate and Student swers is smoking in the sta- ronment, he said.

More Russians can't afford
.
.
to give loved ones bunal
MOSCOW (AP) -The high
cost ofdying has created a new
kind ofRussian "refusenik." In
the macabre slang of morgue
workers, the word now refers
to bodies that are identified
but not claimed by relatives.
The reason is simple: a growing number of Russians cannot afford to give loved ones a
decentburial. They write "lack
of money" on a form and allow
the state to cremate the bodies
and dump the ashes in unmarked graves.
Even for those who can pay,

burial has become the final
indignity in Russia. After a
lifetime ofcallous bureaucracy
comes yet another callous bureaucratic process. The dead
may not know the difference,
but the bereaved are often
humiliated, hit up for bribes
and forced into debt.
In the 1970s and '80s, "refuseniks" were Jews denied
permission to emigrate. Since
the borders have opened, such
cases are rare.
The word has gained its new
meaning only in the past year.

•

FEES

From Page 1

Brown called on students to
send COS senators their letters ofsupport for a funding increase at Marshall.
"We'll copy them [the letters]
and send them to Gaston
Caperton, the Legislature, the
Herald-Dispatch,andsoon. We
need to let people know how we
feel about this."
Dara Porfeli, COS senator
and caucus chairwoman, said
she thinks students won't mind
paying the fee "as long as it
goes into things they can see."
Fees would go to a separate
fund to be used for student lab
needs, Porfeli said.

Getting
it right

A headline on page 4 of
Thursday's Parthenon stated
that "COS Senators fight $25
lab fees." COS senators, along
with an undergraduate advisory committee, are handling
student concerns about the fee.
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There were 42 forest fires reported last weekend,
bringing the total since Jan. 1 up to 204 fires that have
damaged more than 4,500 acres, W.Va. state Fire
Chief Alan Miller said Monday.
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Information trade could end coal strike BRIEFS
By Aviva L. Brandt
Associated Press Writer

The Bituminous Coal Operators Association could end the
United Mine Workers' selective strike against Peabody
Holding Co. Inc. subsidiaries
by giving the union information it wants about association
members, an industry analyst
said Monday.
Marc Cohen, a coal analyst
at Kidder, Peabody & Co. in
New York, said the union "took
a brilliant tactical maneuver"
by striking over the
association's refusal to provide
requested information, including about its coal reserves.
"That was a critical issue.
Basically what you have is
Peabody refused to provide it.

The association's refusal to provide the information constituted unfair labor practices,
UMW spokesman Jim Grossfeld said.
Peabody flat out said, 'No way,
baby,'" Cohen said.
Now, he said, "The ball is in
the BCOA's court with Peabody holding the racket."
Peabody Holding, the
nation's largest coal producer,
is among 12 companies in the
coal operators' group. Kidder,
Peabody and Co. and Peabody
Holding are unrelated.
UMW spokesman Jim
Grossfeld said the association's
refusal to provide the information constituted unfair labor
practices.

The claim prevents the industry from hiring replacement workers under a 1938
U.S. Supreme Court ruling.
Companies could replace
workers if the union struck
over wages.
It was not immediately clear
whether the union had filed a
formal complaint with the
National Labor Relations
Board. The board's Washington, D.C., office referred calls
to a Baltimore office. Baltimore Regional Director Louis
D'Amico did not immediately

Iranian planes collide, 132 die
By Nell MacFarquhar
Associated Press Writer

TEHRAN, Iran - An Iranian airliner with 132 people
on board collided with an air
force jet after takeoff Monday
from Tehran's main airport
and exploded in a fireball as it
plummeted into a military
compound. There were no
survivors.
The leased, Russian-piloted
Tupolev airliner was bound for
the northeastern Shiite Muslim holy city of Mashhad, and
most of its 119 Iranian passengers were pilgrims. The
crew of 13 included a Russian
pilot and four other Russians.
No other foreigners were on
board, aviation authorities
said.
The Russian-designed
Sukhoi fighter was taking part
in an exercise to mark Air Force

Day, when 14yearsagoitscommand pledged allegiance to
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini's
Islamic Revolution - the first
armed force to do so.
Authorities gave no information about the crew of the
fighter, but Iran's official Islamic Republic News Agency
reported the pilot and co-pilot
also were beheved kllleC1.
IRNA reporter Sattar Oudi,
who saw the accident as he
drove to work at Mehrabad
Airport, said the jetliner was
about 1,300 feet high when the
collision occurred at 10: 15 a. m.
"The airplane was just taking off and the fighter came
from the opposite side and the
two collided," he told The Associated Press.
"The airplane fell out of the
sky. It hit the earth and exploded. There was a very, very
terrible noise, fire and smoke,"

WASHINGTON - Former
Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger' s trial, canceled by
a presidential pardon, would
have "exposed new evidence"
of a Reagan administration
cover-up in the Iran-Contra
scandal, prosecutor Lawrence
Walsh reported Monday.
Walsh said former White
House Chief of Staff Don Regan was prepared to testify that
Ronald Reagan had indeed
known aboutaNovember 1985
shipment of missiles to Iran
that the administration feared
was illegal.
And former Secretary of
State George Shultz was prepared to testify that the White
House tried to "rearrange the
record" to protect the president
by insisting he had been unaware of the shipment, Walsh

from wire reports

Attorney general
nominee given
double standard
WASHINGTON (AP)-The
National Organization for
Women started a phone and
fax campaign Monday to protest "a double-standard" the
group says kept federal Judge
Kimba Wood from being nominated for attorney general. The
White House denied the charge
and insisted Wood was not
"fully forthcoming" during her
interviews.
The White House said Judge
Wood's employment of an illegal alien would have made

Clinton
changes Elkview
.
fl
.
man ees
environmental
. .
.
• ff"
psych1atnc hospital
counc1 1o ices

he said.
The plane fell in an empty
lot inside a compound oflran's
Revolutionary Guards Corps, By Rita Beamish
25 miles from the center of the Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON - Presicapital.There were no casualties on the ground, sentries at dent Clinton has decided to
abolish the president's Counthe base said.
The guards refused to allow cil on Environmental Quality,
non-military personnel into the consolidating some of its staff
tenceci compound, turning back and functions into ar other
even forensic experts. The White House office, an official
guards said the wreckage of said Monday.
The advisory body, estabFlight 962 and the bodies were
lished
in 1969, would be disstrewn over a 600-square-yard
banded
ana replaced by a new
open area inside their comteam organized under the dipound.
Relatives gathered at the rection of Katie McGinty, speairport, most of them weeping cial assistant to the president
for the environment.
into their hands.
·
"They will propose legislaA man in civilian clothes
tion
to abolish it," council
stood on the roof of a military
spokesman
Dale Curtis concar to read the list of victims.
As he read each name, cries firmed Monday. He said he
and screams erupted from the did not have further details
except that some 15 of the
crowa.
council's staff of 30 were to be
retained on the White House
payroll under McGinty's direction.
Clinton was to announce the
decision Monday at an event
where he also was to renew
his pledge to push for elevating the Environmental Pro"The trial would have exposed new evidence of tection Agency administrator
the administration's efforts to conceal the facts to a Cabinet-level po~ition.
Environmental leaders were
of the Iran arms sales from the public and from informed
of the decision beCongress,"
fore it was announced. Some
were persuaded that abolishLawrence Walsh ing the CEQ would be a posiprosecutor tive rather than negative action, because it would allow
for utilization of the resources
said in an interim report to that the president did not know in a stronger environmental
Congress.
about the shipment of 18 U.S- unit within the White House.
The idea will be to integrate
Walsh called former Presi- bought Hawk missiles from
economic and foreign policy
dent Bush's Christmas Eve Israel to Iran.
pardon of Weinberger and five
The shipment was designed and environmental decisions,
other Iran-Contra figures "an to free American hostages held rather than leaving environinappropriate use of the par- in Lebanon and was a key ele- . mental considerations as an
don power" that blocked the ment in what became known afterthought.
The council, all but morinew evidence.
as the Iran-Contra scandal.
bund during the Reagan
"The trial would have exIt was later learned the CIA
posed new evidence of the also had assisted the shipment, administration and only somewhat stronger under President
administration's efforts to conceal the facts of the Iran arms which Reagan administration Bush, was charged by Consales from the public and from officials feared had violated the gress with providing the naArms Export Control Act for- tion with a comprehensive
Congress," Walsh reported.
The Reagan administration bidding reshipment of U.S. view of environmental conditions and trends.
had claimed in November 1986 arms to a third country.

Testimony would have shown Reagan
aware of Iran-Contra, prosecutor says
By Pete Yost
Associated Press Writer

return a telephone message
Monday.
UMW President Richard
Trumka called for the strike
against St. Louis-based Peabody Holding company after
the Feb. 1 expiration of a contract involving more than
60,000 UMW miners and
150,000 retirees.
About 7,500 miners are striking Eastern Associated Coal
Corp. ofCharleston, W.Va., and
Peabody Coal Co. of Henderson, Ky. The Peabody Holding
subsidiaries have 22 mines in
West Virginia, Illinois, Indiana and Kentucky.
Both the coal operators'
group and the UMWhave proposed 60-day contract extensions.

WESTON (AP) - A Kanawha County man charged
with kidnapping and sexually
assaulting his estranged wife
escaped from a state psychiatric hospital, state police said
Monday.
Steven Copen, 37, ofElkview
escaped from Weston State
Hospital about 8:30 p.m. Sunday as he was led back to the
main building from a recreation room, said Sgt. Gary Williams of the Weston detachment.

Huntington doctor
guilty of mail fraud
CHARLESTON (AP) - A
Huntington physician was
convicted Monday ofbilking the
state by submittingfalse Medicaid vouchers, officials said.
Dr. Grandell A. Taylor, a
podiatrist, pleaded guilty to two
felony counts ofmail fraud, U.S.
Attorney Michael Carey said.
Taylorfraudulentlyobtained
$33,904 from the state Division of Human Services over a
17-month period by claiming
to do work he did not do, Carey
said.

Accused official
granted new trial
and new venue
LEWISBURG (AP)-A former Martinsburg councilman
accused of arranging his wife's
murder will not be tried in
Greenbrier County, a judge
said Monday.
Michael Lewis, 43, faces trial
a third time in the 1990throatslashing death of Sharon Lewis, 39.
The first two trials, which
ended in hungjuries, were held
in Greenbrier County Circuit
Court because ofextensive pretrial publicity in Berkeley
County.
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our view

And l~e turtle ~alked on ...

Tennis-star Ashe
died a cha·m pion
Y The Issue: The world lost more than a fonner
tennis player when Arthur Ashe died last Saturday
from AIDS-related complications.

Former tennis star Arthur Ashe became another
statistic last Saturday when he died from an AIDSrelated illness.
But what the numbers won't tell are the man's
amazing accomplishments throughout his 49-year
life.
Most people remember Ashe for being the first
black man to win a grand slam event and only blac~
man to win the U.S. Open, Australian Open and
Wimbledon.
However, his off-court accomplishments are equally
impressive.
After a heart attack in 1979 forced retirement from
his tennis career, Ashe increased hls role fighting
apartheid in South Africa. This came after he had
already forced the nation to make at least one change.
In 1969 Ashe was banned from the South African
Open. The following year was no different when he
was denied a visa for the tournament. But in 1971
South Africa relented to Ashe's persistence by finally
granting him a visa.
The country's exception for Ashe did not blind him
of the conditions South Africa's blacks continue to
live under, however.
In 1985, Ashe visited the South African embassy in
Washington, D.C., to protest apartheid. Ashe's actions resulted in his arrest with 46 other protesters.
• Nevertheless, Ashe never lost stride in fighting
apartheid. He returned to South Africa in 1991 when
he led a 31-member delegation ofblack Americans to
assess political changes in the country.
But just last April, Ashe revealed he had tested
HIV-positive more than three years earlier. His
announcement came after a USA Today reporter
confronted Ashe about the virus.
There's no doubt Ashe's privacy was invaded. He
had reason to remain bitter, but he established the
Arthur Ashe Foundation for the Defeat of AIDS.
Last September Ashe was again in Washington,
D.C., this time to protest the Bush administration
policy of returning Haitian refugees.
And again, Ashe was arrested, but he made another strong statement for an honorable cause.
Sports Illustrated recently named him the
magazine's 1992 Sportsman of the Year. The honor
was another "first" for Ashe, this time for being the
first retired athlete to receive the award.
Jimmy Connors perfectly described Ashe when he
said, "He didn't take it lying down, did he? He was out
there doing things, taking care of the business to the
end."
Then again, a true champion wouldn't live any
other way.

,:,:.-,•
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letters
'Sorry' isn't
good enough
I would like to take this time to
ask the questions, why and what is
the new policy for juniors and
seniors whom have not taken
English 102?
On Jan. 14 I spent three hours
trying to find answers to these
questions. After speaking to various offices and departments the
only answer I could find is, the
English Department's "sorry." I
have attended school at M.U. for
three years and every year it is
another "problem" and another
"sorry." Well I am tired of"sorrys"
from Marshall University. I would
like to know why this policy came
in effect, and how it just suddenly
appeared?
I would like to express my
"thanks" to the administration that
helped me. D. Froehlich, Dr. Bauer,
and V.P. of Administration Dr.
Grose. Thank You.
WIiiiam L. Boblett Jr.
Huntington junior

policies

Writer needs
sense of humor

FYI
FYI is provided as a free service to all campus and
nonprofit organizations.
FYI will appear in The Parthenon every Thursday.
and when space is available. Announcements may be
placed in The Parthenon by calling 696-6696 or by
filling out a form in Smith Hall 311.

To the Editor:

The Parthenon
encourages letters to !he edi!or
on topics of mte rest to the
Marshall University community.
Letters should be typed and
include the author's name ,
hometown, class rank or title,
and a telephone number for
verification.
The editor reserves the right
to edit letters for space and
potential libel.
Address letters to:

Letters
The Parthenon
311 Smith Hall
Huntington, w.va. 25755

They're more like a reflection on a
lighter side of life, .which is a welcome break from the more serious
issues. It's easier to tell me what
happened in an event than to
amuse me, which takes an even
greater talent.
To Turner: Thanks for the comic
relief.
To Piek: Take a break from your
overload of life and get a good,
healthy dose of entertainment.
Jennifer Nelson
Huntington freshman

In response to graduate student
Joseph Piek's criticism of Matt
Turner's "things that but me" se- Quote shows
ries ..... you know what really bugs
me? People who have a sense of no intelligence
humor that's almost as funny as
CORRECTIONS
Factual errors appearing in The Parthenon·should be the biology exam rm taking Fri- To the Editor:
day.
reported as soon as they appear by calling 696-6696.
Ifit not enough, Mr. Piek, to hear
I had faith in the human race. I
Corrections will appear on Page 2.
of war and famine or homeless- believed that all people possessed
COLUMNS
ness and economic instability on a at least one ounce of intelligence.
Opinions expressed in columns are those of the daily basis from ourmedia sources? But "Tina's" quote on gays in the
writer and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Where is it stated that the only military could only be made by a
Parthenon editors or staff.
practical purpose of writing is to being absent of clue and in desperThe Parthenon welcomes guest columns on topics of inform?
ate need ofreality. It's clear to me
interest to the Marshall comrrunity. Submissions shouJd
Turner's articles certainly don't that only idiots like that should be
be no longer than 800 words.
reflect on his maturity level. banned from the military. The

regulations upheld by those in the
service are the qualifications that
become a soldier, and anyone, no
matter what his or her sexual
preference, who aims to be such a
soldier will uphold these rules and
throughout history has proviso.
Will someone take "Tina" aside
and translate this to her?
Joan Connelly
Chicago Freshman

Student receives
unfair $10 ticket
To the Editor:

I am writing to voice my outrage
at a recent run-in with the Public
Safety Department here at
Marshall. Yes, another parking
problem! I received a $10 ~itation
Jan. 29forparkingin frontofHolderby Hall. I was in the buildingfive
(no more than six) minutes. The
person who wrote my ticket told
me I was illegally parked in a fire
lane.
Why am I charged for a five
minute stay to load my car to go
home? My car is usually parked in
a private lot, two or three blocks
from Holderby (my residence), but
the nearest spaces that the school
offers people is the stadium and
the lot across Fifth Avenue.
What are people supposed to dolug armfuls of often awkward and
heavy belongings all the way to the
stadium? I don't think so. We pay
enough to go to this school that we
deserve better than tliat.
Not to mention the spot along
this so-called fire lane where I
parked was free of yellow paint.
Upon further investigation when I
received the ticket, I did notice
some miniscule leftovers of paint
there - my mistake. From ~ car
you could not see it. I suggest the
Public Safety Department either
paint it so_it can be seen, or quit

Please see LETTERS, page 5
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Case of the shark feeding his sharks
CHRIS RICE
COLUMNIST
The Society ofYeager Scholars is now a state-funded millionaire.
With the money wasted this
semester, the total number of
state dollars poured into
Nitzschke'sAbyss will surpass
$1 million.
For anyone new to this saga,

•
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harassing people for parking
there. Signs would be nice, too.
Above all, that fire lane
should be a 20-minute loading
zone (if only during certain
hours) as in front of Twin
Towers, because we students
(no, I'm not the only one) are
getting awfully tired of the
harassment of being charged
while we load our belongings
to go home. It it so much to ask?
For that matter, why is it we
can move in and out of our
rooms at the beginning and end
of each semester from the very
same place and not get harassed? Does the safety department just enforce rules when
they feel like it? Come on, let's
have a little consistency. Everyone knows I'm not saying I
want to be ticketed on moving
days. That's not the consistency
I'm talking about. I'm just
saying that with the money we
pay to live here, we sure as hell
deserve better treatment in
loading and unloading!
To finish, I'll say that they
did drop the citation when I
contested it, on the grounds
that I had no previous violations on my record. I thank
them for that. But beyond that,
I read between the lines, people!
Tyler A Parris
Lost Creek freshman

the Society ofYeager Scholars
was created in the mid-80s to
enhance the image of the university.
When the program was initiated during the -1985-86
school year, administrators
claimed it would be entirely
funded using interest earned
from private donations.
They lied.
The Yeager program has
never been self-supporting
despite cutbacks that have
reduced the program to an embarrassment in comparison to
what it was intended to be.
Through the 1990-91 school
year one of every three dollars
spent on the program had been

pulled from one ofvarious state
accounts.
Last year, while the rest of
the university suffered during
Gilley's glorious budget bout,
our fearless leader freed
$197,977 from state accounts
for the Yeagers - $7,000 of
which was used to finance trips
to Oxford.
This year, despite a 1.5 percent budget cut, another
$91,000 in state funds will be
used to su stain the anemic
version of the program that
still exists.
Can you imagine what any
other program on campus could
have done with the $1 million
fed to the Yeagers?

of the Messiah,you would have
discovered I agree that this
issueisnottobehandledheavyhandedly. Only a fool would
contend that a 50 year-old ban
To the Editor:
could be easily reversed. But,
I am the individual who why should we indefinitely
placed that "appaUing" adver- delay? If this country had detisement in your Parthenon layed school desegregation
mailbox on Jan. 28. Ifyou check until all the issues had been
the most recent roster listing addressed, Thurgood Marshall
the names of Parthenon staff would never have presented his
you will quickly notice that opening statement. It's a quesDenise Hicks appears nowhere tion of judiciary ruling on a
on it. This, Mr. Moyer, ad- social issue. Granted, an exdresses yourfirsterroneous as- ecutive order cannot change the
sumption. I further suggest military's attitude toward
that you brush up on your fo- homosexuals; but, the Supreme
rensic skills and powers of Court, likewise, could not
deduction, for they are sadly change society's view of blacks
lacking; the pamphlet was as inferior either. Only time
removed from nothing other will do that. The pill will be no
than the folder in which I car- less bitter six months or six
ried all the copies. This was years down the road.
Mr. Moyer, I strongly believe
strike two, Mr. Moyer.
Mr. Moyer, I never addressed part of the uproar over this isyour opinion concerning gays sue results from a failure to
in the military. I am sorry your recognize some fundamental
mind continues to suffer in the truths. First, I don't know if
midst of a majority that sup- you were just too blinded by
ports you. I can assure you that your self-righteous rage to see
I am the least likely person to this, but the point of the pambe labeled a loud-and-proud phlet was to remind everyone
that there have been damn good
P.C. supporter. It is arrogant
soldiers who served in the miliofyou to assume that your oh- tary that were homosexual.
so-noteworthy opinion was
Second, who said that homoa)common knowledge, and b)a sexuals are lining recruiting
protested point. If you had offices trying to claw their way
taken a moment before chant- into the military? lbyno means
ing your beliefs as if they were set myself as a spokeswoman
stone-impressed by the hands forthehomosexualcommunity,

Writer showed
his insecurity

Hell, the College of Business probably could have been
accredited, and that would
have benefited far more students than the Yeager program.
It's all a matter of priorities, and that's the problem.
This $1 million could have
been used for anything on
campus, but the president
deems the Yeagers a priority.
This program was initiated
at the presidential level (under Nitzschke) and continues
at Gilley's discretion.
Who suffers?
Every student on campus
suffers via diminished qualbut I feel safe in saying that
the average homosexual does
not see the military as the new
90's alternative to a singles bar.
Lastly, contrary to popular
beliefs, there are homosexuals
in the military as we speak: So
they don't have to lie about
what they do in the privacy of
their bedrooms when they are
on leave. The problems that
arise from this issue are with
the close-minded heterosexuals that know nothing about
homosexuality and feel content
to bask in their ignorance. I
have several friends and relatives in various branches ofthe
military, and when I discuss
this with them, their main concern is that the heterosexuals
will begin harassing and abusing the soldiers who "come
out".
Furthermore, I can assure
you that if two men are out in
the middle of a field being shot
at, the last thing on the
homosexual's mind is the other
men's sexual prowess.
Mr. Moyer, I am sorry you
are so insecure in your own
sexuality that you saw this
information flyer as a personal
attack on your manhood. Ifyou
can be freed from your mental
chain, maybe then you'll prove
yourself a "Foeman worthy of
my•steel."
Denise A. Hicks
South Charleston Senior

ity of student services due to
lack of funding.
But, the senseless spending
won't stop this year. Herb Karlet, vice president for finance,
said the Yeager program probably always will require state
assistance.
Sothat's$1 million and counting spent on a program that
was never intended to receive a
dime from state funds.
Remember that the next time
you pay for copies or paper or
enter an ill-equipped science
lab.
To all students I say, "Fight
the real enemy," as I rip a picture of J. Wade in half.

Jackson offers
explanation
To the editor:

My, my. I'm starting to feel
like a character in Joseph
Heller's Catch-22 - poor
clevenger who was forced to
prove that he had "never not
said" something.
To David Swain: Neither Tac
Romey nor I ever said we were
going to 'round up Parthenons'
and shred them; we said we
were going ,to bring our copies
ofThe Parthenon in and shred
them and encourage other
people to do the same.
.
To Stephen Saus (who sent a
private letter to me): Your
compromise position -that the
victim be allowed to choose to
be identified - is an effective
one. The problem is, that is
exactly what I have been saying all along. It's pretty damned
hard to debate with people
who do not understand what is
said. As Goethe once said,
"Before I reproach an author
with obscurity, I first examine
myself to see ifl am all clarity
within." My extension is 2896.
If you don't understand something I've said, I'll be happy to
explain it to you.
Dr. Susan G. Jackson
assistant professor of art
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HELP WANTED
NEAR MU 3 BR Apt. for rent, carpeted, central heat, $375/month
+ut1llt1es. No pets. CALL 523-8822
LARGE HOUSE 5 BR. 2 1/2 baths.
9th Street & 9th Avenue. 1 mile
from campus. Newer carpeting
Available In May. $800/month
CALL 523-7756
PARKING GARAGE Across from
Old Main. $30.00 per. mo. CALL
522-8461
EXECUTIVE HOUSE APTS. AcceptIng applications fa spring and
fall. 1424 Third Ave. 1 1/2 blocks
from campus. Off street parking.
Central heat/air. Quiet. No pets.
One year lease. Laundry facility.
Manager on premises wlfh security. One bedroom $350 month.
CALL 529-0:X:>1 or 696-3057. .

LOOKING for a student or student organization that would
like to earn S100 to $1 CXX> promoting a spring break package to Daytona Beach. Fl. Coll
Mon.-Wed. 5-9 pm (904) 4234809
SPRING BREAK: Cancun, Nassau from $299. Organize a small
group for FREE tr1p. CALL 1-800GET-SUN- 1
$200-$500 WEEKLY Assemble
products at home. Easyl No
selling. You're paid direct. Fully
garanteed. FREE Information. 24
Hour Hotline. 801--379-2900
Copyright #W../016450
CANYOUMANAGEonanextra
$2.fiXJ? Practical experience for
Business/Marketing majors:
manage credit card promotion
ADOPTION
on campus for a National marFINANCIALLY secure couple, Mid keting firm. Hours flexible. Earn
's wish to fuflll our dreams and up to $2,500 per term. CALL 1Im your fears. Coll us toll free 800-950-8472, Ext. 17.
nyt1me at 1-800-847-1674
.
II legal. medical. and personal .•• :-, . ~: , . '
\ •
,'
-:
ounsellng paid.

.

CHEAPI FBI/U.S. SEIZED
89
Mercedes...... $200 86\/W.... $50
87 Mercedes.... $100 65 Mustang .... $50 Choose from thousands starting $50. FREE Information 24 Hour hotline. 801-3792929 Copyright #W../016410

MISCELLANEOUS
BAD CREDIT? Learn exactly how
toflxyourcredltreport-GetloansCredlt cards, etc. Amazing recorded message revealsdetails.
CALL214-578-6979 Ext. 108.
SPRING BREAKIII Daytona BeachI
Ocean front hotels. Quad occupancy, Full nights, VIP discount
ID Card ... Round trip charter bus
from $199.50 per personll Room
only available from $109.50 per
person. Limited avallabllltyll
CALL 1-800-881- BEACH
FLORIDA SPRING BREAK 7 nights.
Beachfront $139-$159 Quad.
Deadline soon. ReseNe rooms
NOWI CALL CMI 1-S00-423-5264

r------------------------------~
•£011'.E £I~'ES
1,._,_....,... .,_1,e1owor,.•!a.5-crit.o..U..aeS3.00por20wado.
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Log calls if harassed,
safety officer advises
By Mervin Brokke

Reporter
The phone rings, it's answered, and the caller breathes
heavily and makes lewd and
threatening comments - a
harassing phone call.
Recipients should record the
date, time and a description of
the harassing phone call and
report it to the Marshall University Office of Public Safety,
said Capt. Jim E. Terry, the
office's assistant director.
When someone reports a
harassing phone call, public
safety officers tell the person to
start a phone log to determine
a pattern of harassment and
abuse.
Many "harassing" phone
calls are merely wrong numbers and the caller hangs up
immediately, Terry said.
Therefore, establishing a
pattern of abuse is the first
step in the investigation and
not all cases a.r e the same, he
said.
"We deal with harassing
phone calls on a case-by-case
basis," Terry said.
Once a pattern has been established, public safety officers
will take the phone log to Dr.
William S. Deel, director of

Record the date, time
and a description of the
harassing phone call
and report it to the Office of Public Safety,
said Capt. Jim E. Terry.
Campus Technology.
"A lot of this (harassing
phone calls) goes on," Deel
said.
Since the beginning of this
semester, there have been
three incidents of harassing
phone calls reported to public
safety. One student received
three phone calls before making a report, according to public safety reports.
When public safety officers
submit a phone log to Deel, he
said he cross-references the
dates and times with his computer log. He can provide them
with the phone number and
city where the harassing phone
calls originated.
Campus technology records
the date, time, phone number
and city of all incoming and
outgoing calls on campus, Deel
said.
With this information from

Campus Technology, the public safety officers can continue
the investigation. Ifnecessary,
because the calls came from
outside the MU jurisdiction,
the officers will enlist the help
oflocal and state law enforcement agencies.
When haras~ing phone calls
originate outside the local area,
Deel said that C&PTelephone,
using similar technology, can
provide a phone number and
city for the officers.
However, because of the
many calls recorded, time involved and expense, C&P Telephone requires the alleged
victim to agree to prosecute
any suspect before it begins
the search, Deel said.
The procedure followed for
harassing phone calls originating on campus is quite different. Campus technology does
not record these calls, Deel said.
After a pattern of abuse is
determined with calls coming
from an internal phone, campus technology will provide the
alleged victim with call-forwarding service. The alleged
victim's phone calls are forwarded directly to the resident
director, who can determine the
phone number immediately
with a call display device.

Perms Colors
Nails
$5.00 off

· 1O Tanning Sessions· .

$25.00

+ tax

Good at downtown location only .

Marshall to host convention
of state College Republicans
By Mark H. Wiggins

Reporter
The West Virginia College Republican Federation is planning its first convention in 10
years because "we need to [revitalize] the organization," said the president of the university chapter of College Republicans.
Robert W. Painter, Beckley graduate student, is coordinating the federation convention
which will be on campus in late March or early
April.
The purpose ofthe convention will be to reorganize and elect new officers for the federation,
Painter said. He also said convention attendants will try to charter the West Virginia
chapter of College Republicans with the national chapter.
"Traditionally, the state chairman position
has been passed to each incoming president of
the West Virginia University chapter," Painter
said. "With this convention, however, the person elected for the chairman position may come
from any College Republican chapter."
Painter ~aid Marshall's College Republican
chapter has 220 members, while most other

state chapters have less than 50 members. He
said membership strength will be a key factor in
electing officers for the state federation.
"I may have a shot at [being elected] chairman," he said. "We've worked hard here at
Marshall and I think we're the strongest college
chapter in the state."
Painter, a first-year medical student, has
been involved in GOP organizations since high
school. He joined the Young Republicans when
hewasahigh school seniorandbecameamember
ofthe College Republicans while attendingWest
Virginia University.
He was elected president of the Marshall
chapter in September.
Painter said if he is elected chairman of the
state federation of College Republicans, he will
try to increase the number of state chapters.
"Eight other universities have College Republican chapters,"he said. "All eight are scheduled to attend the convention."
The seven other schools scheduled to attend
are West Virginia University, West Virginia
InstituteofTechnology, West Virginia Wesleyan,
West Virginia State, Salem Teikyo, Wheeling
Jesuit and Glenville State College.

MEXICAN
MUNCHIE
MADNESS

Lockers reportedly robbed
Editor's Note: The Marshall
University Office of Public
Safety is refusing to release the
names ofalleged crime victims.
By Mervin Brokke

Reporter

• Aman reported Thursday
that his locker in the guest
locker room in the Henderson
Center Human Resource Labor_a tory was broken into sometime between 2:30 p.m. Wednesday and 1:15 p.m. Thursday. The locker's handle was
broken and the following property was stolen: three racquet-

ball racquets, racquetballs and
assorted clothes totaling more
than $150. There are no suspects.
• A man parked his 1978
red Camero near the tennis
courts at 18th Street and Third
Avenue at 6: 15 p.m. Saturday.
When hewentto hi scar at 7:25
a.m. Sunday, he found that a
louver, worth approximately
$200, had been stolen. There
are no suspects.
• It was reported at 11:26
p.m. Wednesday that a door in
Smith Music Hall 143 was
damaged when it was forced
open. There are no suspects.

• It was reported Friday,
that sometime between Dec. 8
and Jan. 27, one pair each of
men's and women's Nike shoes,
a pair of orthotics in the
women's shoes and a "boom
box" radio totaling more than
$460 was stolen from the
Henderson Center. The men's
shoes were taken from a shoe
box in the equipment room and
the women's shoes were taken
from the inner-locked woman's
locker room Jan. 1.
The radio was stolen from
the Lady Herd locker room
while the team was on a road
trip from Jan. 8 to Jan. 9.

Texas

Taco

Wings

Bar

Join us for free munchies
Every weekday from 4-7 PM!!
$1.00 off margaritas all day
Tuesday-Thursday
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FYI
Anthropology Club

The anthropology/archaeology chili
will meet Thursday at 2 p.m. in Smith
Hall Room 530.
Home Educator's Association

The state organization will host the
third annual homeschooler's day Feb.
25, beginning at 9 a .m. at the Capitol
Rotunda in Charleston.
Rellglous studies
An open discussion about Hinduism
and related topics will be today at noon
in Harris Hall Room 403.

Lambda Society

WVU parents drop kids at law school
By Karen E. Kleln
Charleston Daily Mail

MORGANTOWN, W.Va. (AP) - In
the hallowed hallways ofWest Virginia
University's College of Law, visitors
hear subdued conversations about
weighty topics-criminal law, liability
and diaper rash.
Although the third topic certainly
won't change the world, the
introduction ofa day-care center at the
law school has changed the way some
law students think about their studies
and homework.
"The idea has been around for a long
time," said Rory Perry, the co-op
coordinator this semester. "It's very

difficult to balance school and
parenting."
With the co-op arrange:tnent, law
students who have children can leave
their kids in the basement day care
while they're in class or do research in
the law library.
In exchange, they promise to watch
other students' children for the same
amount of time their kids needed care.
"Part of the reason this co-op was
created was people had to take their
kids to class if they couldn't arrange
day care," said Perry, a Huntington
native.
"But kids don't have a very good
attention span for property and
contracts.

HOURS
Mon. - Thurs. 11 AM- 12:30 AM
Fri. & Sot. 11 AM - 1:30 AM
Sunday Noon - 12;30 AM

"The day-care center has a real
humanizing effect on the law school,"
said Perry, a second-year WVU student
with an 18-month-old son.
Jim Leach, a first-year law student
with three children, takes advantage
ofthe WVU law school facility to spend
time with his children during the
afternoon.
"It's a nice stress-breaker to come
down here in the middle of the day for
an hour and take care of the kids," he
said.
The WVU law school day care is set
up similar to a daycare at a health or
sports club, where children can only be
in the facility if the parents are in the
building.

Discussion of accornodations for the
march on Washington, D.C. for lesbian,
gay and bisexual equal rights will be
Wednesday at 4 p.m. in MSC 2W37.
Campus llght

Members will meet for Bible study
and fellowship 7 p.rn. Thursday at the
Campus Christian Center Green Room.
Phi Beta tuppa

••

•

An honor society meeting will be

conducted Thursday at 2:30 p.m. at the
Community College Room 135.
Mu Ups!lon

Members will meet Thursday at noon
on the third floor of Harris Hall. For
more information, call 736-1540.

•

By Kelll Gates
Reporter

Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity members
and alumni joined with local business
owners atHuntington City Council
meeting to fight a proposal for a new
Huntington sign ordinance.
The ordinance would prohibit the
fraternity from keeping a 1939 fire
truck in its front yard.
The locomotives at the Heritage
Station Restaurant and the signs at
the Keith-Albee Theaters would also
fall under the same category as the fire
truck.
President of Cabell County Commission and Pi Kappa Alpha alumnus,
Bob Bailey, disagrees with the proposal. Since city businesses pay
$9,630,000 in taxes, they should be
allowed to place signs anywhere they

TUESDAY, Feb. 9, 1993

wish, as long as they are not safety
hazards.
Bailey reminded the council that the
Pike's fire truck, which is kept clean,
safe and painted, used to run in parades for the city.
Councilman Bob Blankenship said
Huntington has two things going for it:
small businesses and Marshall University. He said ifthe sign ordinance is put
into effect, it will kill the businesses.
Blankenship said city statutes state
legal right aways run from sidewalk to
curb. The Pike's fire truck is 47feet off
the road. He said he understands the
concern for safety, but asked, "Is a fire
truck sitting 47 feet from the curb a
safety issue?"
Blankenship said Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity raises over $30,000 a year
for charities. The $23,000 ofrepairs to
the truck it would hurt the fraternity's

community service work.
City Council took no immediate action to revise the ordinance. They will
meet to discuss comments and recommendations first.
Norman Glaser, owner of Glaser furniture, said his sign would fall under
the projection sign category, which
prohibits signs from projecting no more
than 10 feet from the building nor exceed 32 square feet in area. Supporters
say more signs should be placed flush
against the buildings.
Glaser said flush signs will not allow
passing traffic to see the sign.
"If someone has to literally stop to see
a sign, that poses more of a traffic hazard than a projection sign," he said.
Russell Alexander, Pi Kappa Alpha
chapter advisor, said the fire truck will
not be fixed because it would become a
liability problem.

"I don't know where government get
off telling people they can or can't have
something on their private property,"
Alenxander said.
Council members said the purpose of
the sign ordinance is to give Huntington a new look by the year 2000.
Bill Taylor, who has served on the
council for seven years, said this is the
most ridiculous thing he has seen come
up in his term.
The current ordinance prohibits signs
that are a safety hazard to traffic and
pedestrians.
Taylor said when police see violations, all they need to do is get out of
their cars and write a ticket.
Jake Corey, Pi Kappa Alpha president, said, "I look out of my window in
the mornings and see a guy in the
dumpster, I think the city has bigger
problems than a fire truck."

Association promotes women in science
By Jim McDermott
Reporter

"The percent of women in
science is only about ten or 11
percent," Demesquita said, "yet
Although the number of women make up 50 percent of
women in science is only about the population."
10 percent, one organization is
She said women in science
trying to change that.
careers have overcome many
The Association for Women obstacles to achieve their sucin Science (AWIS) works to cess.
promote participation of
"Anyone can join AWIS,"
women in science careers, said Demesquita said. "It's not just
Dr. Susan Demesquita, Depart- for women. Men are also welment of Physiology associate come to join and participate."
proffesor.
The program, which is at six

colleges, promotes careers in
science by allowing women
scientists to provide students
with personal stories and experiences to help in their career choices. The state chapter
meets twice a year, an executive meeting in the fall and a
group meeting in the spring.
Improving educational and
employment opportunities in
fields of science is one of the
group's major goals, said Dr.
Elizabeth Walker of the West

Virginia University School of
Medicine. Recently the group
was honored at Marshall for
its achievements by the national organization.
In a press release, Stephanie
J. Bird, Ph.D., past president
and mentoring coordinator for
AWIS, said, "the accomplishments ofthe W.Va. AWIS chapter are particularly impressive
given the geographic spread
and rural c~lture ofthis part of
the country."

President Clinton seems to need little sleep
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WASHINGTON (AP) - At
his Cabinet retreat, it was lateClinton has been known to stay up until 2 a.m., but still begins his day
night bowling and an early
generally
at 6:30 a.m. He didn't go to bed after the inauguration until 4
morning prayer service.
A White House reception for a.m., and the night the Zoe Baird nomination fell apart, the president
visiting governors ran past popped In and out of aides' offices well past 1 a.m. Even the younger
midnight, yet President Clin- staff members say they have a problem keeping up.
ton invited several for a predawn jog in a freezing rain.
Does this guy ever sleep?
Clinton nodded and assured aide.
His official day begins with a
Indeed he does, promises
her,
"I'll get a good night's sleep
"There are no short days national security briefing,
White House press secretary
tonight."
around here," said John Po- usually at 8:30 a.m.
Dee Dee Myers.
He
didn't.
desta, the White House staff
"I'll be there but I won't be
Just not much.
That
night,
Zoe
Baird's
nomisecretary.
there,"
he joked long ago "He doesn't need a lot of
nation
as
attorney
general
died
"I
already
have
bags
under
over
a
late-night
pizza no less
sleep," says Myers. .
in
a
storm
of
protest
over
her
my
eyes,"
he
said.
·
about
attending
such early
And she ought to know.
hiring
of
illegal
aliens.
To
keep
up
with
his
enersessions.
Campaign veterans like
Instead of getting his sleep, getic boss, Podesta generally
Now, Podesta's staff sends
Myers have long known ClinClinton
was
popping
in
and
arrives
at
6:30
a.m.
and
has
to
Clinton a nightly briefing
ton is a night owl.
out
of
aides'
offices
well
past
1
bee.n
leaving
around
10
p.m.
book
on his next day's activiWhat's new, however, is that
a.m.
keeping
track
of
the
Baird
The
odd
working
hours
are
ties.
as president he's trying to be
crisis.
partly a result ofClinton's tight
Within minutes of its being
an early bird, too.
It
was
a
sign
of
things
to
day
schedule
of
meetings
and
sent
to the residence, Podesta
History will note the patreceptions.
come.
says
Clinton
has rifled through
tern began on Day One.
"I'm 24 years old and I'm
He's a voracious reader, and the book and filled the margins
It was nearly 4 a.m. the
morning after his inaugura- having a hard time keeping up doesn't have time to read much with notes and reminders to
request more background
tion when Clinton ended his with him," said Andrew during the normal work day.
Mostly, however, the long materials.
round of visits to inaugural Friendly, a personal aide to the
days are just a reflection ofhis
On one recent night, Clinton
balls and began his first night's 46-year-old president.
Several
White
House
stafpersonal
rhythm.
headed
from the Oval Office to
sleep in the White House.
Whether it's work or read- the residence at 10:30 p.m. but
Just rt few hours later he fers who have worked past
was greetingvisitors ata White midnight report seeing Clin- ingmysteries or a playing com- was back two hours later beHouse open house, and his ton wandering about his new bative game of hearts, Clinton cause he couldn't sleep.
He worked until 2:30 a.m.
baggy eyes didn't go unnoticed. home, usually dressed casually loves to stay up late.
One woman said hello and and perhaps sipping a soda.
He hates, on the other hand, before heading back to bed and
then told Clinton he looked
"He's like the ghost of the getting up early. But he has no was up around 6 a.m. to begin
exhausted.
White House," said one senior choice now.
another day.
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NOW LEAS.ING FOR NEXT SEMESTER!
A _g reat place to live close to campus

"COME SEE THE DIFFERENCE"
The Parthenatt>•r.
We accomodatc 150+ students. I to 4 bedroom units available. *Each
Partherama.
bedroom has its own bathroom• Sun Decks• Spiral Staircase•
The Parthman.
l Security• Extra Clean• Great Furniture• All Utilities Paid • Parking
I Laundry • Central Heat/Air• Pets allowed w/ fee• Full time Staff• 9
Partharooski.
I
Month Lease• Check us out early for great selections and
Parthatola.
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Teachers need
good references
By Samantha Carney
Reporter

Education students
need more than just
degrees and good references. Effective teaching
cannot be learned in
school, teachers and principals said.
"Now that's an understatement," said Loretta
Hayes, a teacher at Beverly Hills Middle School.,
in Huntington.
.
"It's amazing what you
have to work through
before you can even start
teaching," she said.
A flexible and personal
approach is important to
deal with problems students bring with them to
school, she said.
The role of an educator
is multi-faced.
"We play doctor, nurse,
mom, dad, teacher, counselor and friend," said
Georganne Warfuel, principal of St. Joseph's Elementary School in Huntington.
"What we do for, to and
with that child between
eight and three (o'clock)
is often the most important thing that happens
to that child that day,"
she said.
Beyond the essential interpersonal skil1s, principals examine credentials
and experience, she said.
She stressed the importance of the right kind of
references.
"I look for professional
references, not a list of
next door neighbors,"
Warfuel said.
. Teachers and principals emphasized the need
for flexibility in teaching.

TUES. NIGHT

BEER BASH
8 Till Late
25t DRAFTS
$1.00 Cover
Proper ID & Dress Required Must be 18 to enter

TUESDAY, Feb. 8, 1993

•
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Shop offers a cornucopia of fashionable options
By Bob Schwarz
The Charleston Gazette

ment Store, Stone & Thomas
and J.C. Penney Co. Inc. Forget about all the stores that
ou would think the Pied sell, ugh, just clothing.
Piper stands inside,
No pair of jeans pops the
piping a tune, casting eyeballs of the young like a
his spell over the young pair of earrings from Cornucopia, where nothing that glitand young at heart.
On a busy day young people ters is ever 14-karat gold.
swarm around the jewelry
On the strength of often
counters at Cornucopia in exotic but always low-cost
jewelry, Cornucopia has beCharleston.
On a recent Sunday, four come the place where the young
women in their 20s - two from eagerly exchange wampum for
Huntington, one from Beck- trinkets.
'The idea you have to shop
ley, one from Charleston have come to the store together, downtown is a barrier we've
each to fashion a necklace. overcome," said Mike Ward,
They have examined hundreds who along with his wife Nancy
of different beads for an hour. seems startled by the success
Although she wears a beaded of their 6-year-old store.
necklace, this is the first one
Walk through its front door,
that Beth Myers of Beckley and the store's jewelry countstrings herself. Searching for ers greet you, and to the rear,
the focus piece, Myers chooses brightly colored clothing becksomething in the shape of a ons. In the second room, it's all
frog.
gifts, cards and candles.
Mostly young people shop in
"This gives you more of a
choice, more. individuality," she the first room, and their elders
in the second.
said.
"You need as broad a clienForget about The Gap, The
Limited, Charleston Depart- tele as possible," Mike Ward

Y

said. The Wards lived in New two children go to school now, -it for fun and it's a sideline.
York City until they returned and both parents come to the But this is it for us. This is our
to his native Charleston to open store.
living and our fua store in April 1987.
They have added two full- ture."
In New York, he had studied time people, both in the last
classical guitar, she fashion year, and six or seven partdesign. She made earrings, and timers, many of whom come in
soon they sold them, first in after school, matching the
street shows, later in indoor hours of the clientele. Over
craft shows.
Christmas, the staff doubled
In Charleston, the Wards in size.
began in an old house where
Sales have jumped 30 persmall rooms on two floors cent each year since the
chopped up the selling space. • move across the street, and
He worked one day, while she the owners now complain
stayed home doing child care. they need more selling and
The next day, they switched. parking space.
That was the staff.
They want to develop a
Soon, word about the store merchandise buyer, but say
leaked out, and young people buying wisdom is not inflocked in. Within two years, stantly transferable.
the Wards found their quarUntil recently, they disapters cramped. The couple pointed people who imagined
bought a building and moved they traveled the world searchin June 1989.
ing for exotic jewehy and clothT h e i r ~--....._
ing. They did indeed buy things
from around the world, but they
bought them in New York.
Now the Wards have
switched direction and travel
to Mexico mixing business with
pleasure.
They envision a trip to Bali,
Indonesia, this spring.
"A lot of people do
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EXCLUSIVE AREA SHOWING!
STARTS FRIDAY. FEB. 121

'Dina Costanz.o
!Amy 'Daniel
'Fannie 'Dennis
£eigfi. !Ann £yons
:Krista :McCase
:Marcie :Meadows

:Heatli.er 'Ratcliffe
:Mar9aret Sfi.ort
:Krista Wise

STUDENTS!!!
You could win
$100 In books or
electronics from
Circuit City
(a CD player or
small TV)
Your chancels
coming April 14,
1993.

MARK YOUR
CALENDAR NOW!
M.U. Student Health
Education Programs a nd
Office of Human Developmen1
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Prom means profit
for Harrison senior
WEST MILFORD (AP) When South Harrison High
School senior Stacy Ash went
shopping for a prom gown last
February, she saw more than
sequins, chiffon and lace. She

saw a business opportunity.
With gowns costing as high
as $400, Ash thought of the
money she could save by buying or renting a used one. And
she thought other high school

GREEKS & CLUBS

Sometimes you
gotta break the
rules. Read
- .-

girls might w'a nt to save money
the same way.
So she started Stacy's Classic Consignment. In her basement shop, she sells or rents
gowns, shoes and jewelry on
consignment. She does the
work of advertising the shop,
displayingthe gowns and waiting on customers, and keeps a
percentage ofthe sale or rental
price as her pay.
Ash's business hunch was

.

No cost No obligation

1-800-932-0528, ext. 65

''

.STAFF:
Your chance to win
2 season football
tickets
or
a 1 year parking
permit Is coming
Aprll 14, 1993

Mark your
calendar NOW!!!
M.U. Student Health
Education Programs and
Office of Human
Develooment

..

I
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Valentine Balloon
Love Bouquet

right: Most of her customers
are high school girls who want
to find affordable gowns for
school dances.
She says she's had shoppers
and buyers from every high
school in Harrison County and
schools in other counties, including Lewis and Gilmer.
"Doddridge County is going
to have a Valentine's Day dance
and rve already had two girls
pick dresses that they wanted

for it."
"I know the interest is big
because I guess it's a girl thing
the girls just really want to try
on the dresses," says Ash, 17.
"I've had girls here for two
hours just trying on dresses
because they can't pick one or
they just want to see if they fit
or how they look."
The shop now has 70 dresses,
many more than Ash expected
when she began the business.

Government
Summer

Plus a chance to earn

$1,000 for yourself!

•

-

" Don't touch it, honey ... it's just a face in the crowd."

$1,000 AN HOUR!

A JOKt. IS NI-.'IE.R AS
FUNN'< WE S£CoN0
1\ME '(()J HEt,.R II.

\-\ILARIOOS.'

I

Each member of your frat.
sorority. team . club . etc.
pitches in just one hour
and your group can raise
S1 .000 in Just a few days 1

by Bill Watterson

PRICES FOR STAY- NOT PER NIGHT!

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND

, ..,s,og

DAYTONA BEACH

,.,..,s

S and 7 NIGHTS

Jobs Fair

STEAMBOAT

6B
,,.... s Bf
,,.,.,Sf29

MUSTANG ISLAND I
PORT ARANSAS

'"""SfJ2

, . ,s,a,

February 10 1-4 PM

,,.mSf46

Don Morris Room

S AND 7 NIGHTS

PANAMA CITY BEACH
S AND 7 NIGHTS

2. S AND 7 NIGHTS

S AND 7 NIGHTS

t

t

.
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HILTON
HEAD ISLAND
S AND 7 NIGHTS
FORT LAUDERDALE
S AND 7 NIGHTS

12th Annual
Party!

TOLL FREE INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS

1·800·521·5911

Employers looking f9r summer
and full-time employment
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Herd second in SC
Team looks forward to weekend
By Ana Menendez
Sports Editor

The men's basketball team is tied for
second place in the Southern Conference after defeating Virginia Military
Institute Saturday.
The Herd and East Tennessee State
are both one game behind SC leader,
University of Tennessee Chattanooga.
Marshall was as close as a half game
behind UTC after Saturday's win
against VMI.
In the second half, the Herd was up
by 23 points and well on its way to
victory, but the Keydets came back to
within three points 46 seconds before
the game ended, 78-69.
"I never thought it was over," Coach
Dwight Freeman said. "I never think
it's over until the clock says zero, zero."
Senior forward led the Herd with 23
points, 19 of them being in the second
half. Sophomore guard Tink Brown
followed with 12 points, and senior
center Luke Gross led the team with 12
rebounds.
Sunday, the Moes stayed in first place
with an 87-85 win over Appalachian
State.
Marshall, 14-5 overall and 9-3 in the
conference, goes into this weeken with
a four-game winning streak. The Herd

emorial
S tudente'enter

"P.te.u.e••

s,ee

Single Carnation Wrapped

41

$1.95

{5 Single Rose Boxed
$3.95
Valentine Balloons

$2.50 each
1/2 Doz. Boxed RedRoses

will go up against last-place Western
Carolina Saturday and then will face
UTCSunday.

"If we want to win the Southem Conference, we're going
to have to win this game."

Coach Dwight Freeman
Coach Freeman said he won't be
making any changes in the game plan
for the games, but doesn't want to take
the Catamounts too lightly.
"There are a few teams in the league
who have nothing to lose," Freeman
said. "When they get down, they just
try to win and disrupt things for the
rest ofus."
Freeman is looking forward to playing against the Moes and says the team
also is ready for Sunday.
"A win could virtually put us in position to win the conference," he said. "If
we want to win the Southern Conference we're going to have to win this
game."
The Herd takes on the Cata.mounts
Saturday at 3 p.m. and then will face
the Moes at 3:30 p.m. Sunday.

alarm doors windows & autos!
24 hour protection!
Mace & Stun Guns
CALLER ID can be purchased at

CRUTCHERS
1701 5th Ave. 525-1771

FACULTY:
How would you like
to win
a 1 year parking
permit
or
12 dinners for 2 at
area restaurants

????????

Bud Vases and other

Your chance is coming
April 14. 1993 Mark your
c alendar NOW!!!
M.U. Student Health
Education Program and
Office of Human Resources
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Photo by Tony Pierro

Joey Hunt, Gary freshman, of the
Hodges Dawgs shoots for two over
the head of carlton Jackson, Oak
HIii sophomore, of All That. All That,

another Hodges team, beat t he
Dawgs 36-35 for t he men's
residence basketball championship
Thursday night.

SECURITY electronic 11Odb

$19.95
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Indoor track teams go separate ways
By Shawn Sizemore
Reporter

cally for nationals in the 5000, Bailey, South Point, Ohio; Kim
is 13:59.00. If any runner at McRae, Huntington, and Kisha
any meet makes or beats this Nelson, Ashland, Ky. They finThe men's and women's in- time, the runner would qualify ished with a time of 4:24.0, a
door track teams went their for the NCAA tournament at new school record.
separate ways this weekend.
the end of the season.
"Wewerethrowinghighfives
The men competed against
"You have to be a runner at around after that one because
22 colleges at the Virginia the international status to not only did we finish third and
Military Institute Winter Re- qualify for that time," Coach make a new school record, but
lays, as the women went up Dennis Brach na said.
we beat Appalaclii,ian State,"
against 19 colleges at the VirIn his second meet of the Brachna said.
ginia Tech Pepsi Relays.
season, Chris Furman, ConASU's women's track team
Tony Patrick, Bluefield sen- nellsville, Pa., sophomore, fin- has won the Southern Conferior, finished with a time of ished second in the triple jump ence all but one year since the
15:07.1 in the 5000 meter, giv- (46'9.5) and fourth in the long SC started women's track.
ing the Herd its only first-place jump (22'8. 75). Both distances
McRae also ran a 7:45 in the
finish of the meet. J immy are new school records.
55 meter to change the school
Cunningham, St. Albans senFour freshman led the track record books in the event.
ior, finish ed second with team to a third place finish in
Both teams will travel to
15:23.0.
the women's 1600meter relay. Virginia Tech Saturday for the
The time to qualify automati- Carry Aluise, Huntington;Jody Virginia Tech Open.

--------------------,
Real Value!

Saturday Feb. 13, 1993
University Holiday Inn
1415 Fourth Ave. Huntington

7:30 - Midnight
•Hors d'oevures

•Raffles

Games begin at 8 pm .
$15 per person
Proceeds to benefit:

Children's Place
625 Richmond St.
Tickets at Oilldren's Place
or at the Door 525-8586

McDonald-S

9 9 Cl:

1
-sausage
a·1scu1·t
®

& Any Small Drink
wHh this coupon ontw at:

Stadium
McDonald's
11
The Student Center"

2108 5th Ave. • Huntington
Limit one coupon per customer, per visit. Not valld with •~ other
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It's not just for summer anymore
ome students are getting a lick on summer by indulg- tribute to ice cream's year-round popularity.
"In addition to cones and plain ice cream, there are
ing in a cone of cold pleasure.
"Eating ice cream in the winter is not unusual or also faveorites like banana splits and hot fudge $unstrange because people like sweet treats regardless daes that taste good whether it's May or December,"
ofthe weather," said Jerry Bartoe, owner ofthe Dairy Bartoe said.
John Bond, Ironton, Ohio, freshman , said he still
Queen Brazier at 1939 Adams Avenue.
"I don't think people's tastes change just because it eats ice cream despite the falling temperatures.
"I don't think there's anything unusual about eatgets cold outside. Ice cream is just like any other food.
The flavor stays the same and people who love it don't ingice cream in the winter. I like it no matter how cold
stop eatingitjust because it gets cold outside," Bartoe it is outside."
Some ice cream combinations taste especially good
said.
Tamra Simpson, Huntington sophomore, said the when the weather gets cold, said Linda Fizer, manager of Bask.in-Robbins 31 F1avors Ice Cream at Hal
weather doesn't freeze her love for the icy treat.
"I'm an ice cream freak. I usually eat it at least once Greer and Washington Boulevards.
"A lot of people come in and buy quarts of ice cream
a week in thewinter and more in the summer,"
Simpson said. "I eat it inside so it to eat in front of the fireplace," Fizer said. "A favoijte
of mine is putting ice cream in hot chocolate."
doesn't matter if it's cold out!'
Baskin-Robbins' winter sales are up this year due
Bartoe said hundreds of flavors and deli- to ice cream cake sales, Fizer said.
"Our ice cream cakes have been a great seller becious combinations con- cause people have birthdays in every season. Sales
reflect people's love for the ice cream cake even in the
winter."
Dairy Queen discounts ice cream in the winter to
attract more customers, Bartoe said.
"When it gets cold out and some people don't think
of eating something cold. The lower prices help sell
the treat."
During cold weather people aren't as active,
which usually results in fewer sales, said Sid
Torlone, manager of GD Ritzy's.
"Spring break is when we usually see
our biggest increase in sales," Bar-
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"Ice cream is just like any other
food - the flavor tastes the
same and people who love it
don't stop eating it just because
it gets cold outside."
Jerry Bartoe
manager, Dairy Queen Brazier
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Story by Julia Farley
Art by Don Pendleton

